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Dear reality,
I do believe that you are an only one reality including the parts of you that I do ignore, I do also believe in
religious freedoms including the freedom to be atheist.
Even if we are part of you, you are more important than what we believe.
Among the objectives of this document, the objective to keep reading you separated from changing you by
verification.
To have an exact evaluation of you, humanity has many ways like noticing the effects of over evaluation like
anarchy or of under evaluation like dictatorship or letting the producer evaluation to be automatically controlled by
accountancy and market.
I'm writing in you today to have independence from psychiatry protectorate in my small country Tunisia situated in
North Africa bounded by Algeria, Libya and the Mediterranean Sea.
I do request your help against the existence of psychiatry diploma in my country for the following reasons:
Since the 7Th of November 1987 psychiatric against president Bourguiba coup,
Tunisia is a psychiatric protectorate where we could study and have vacation (tourism).
Psychiatry is a charlatan knowledge presenting itself as a class of coroner doctors knowledge (as the real boss of
police) and should back off its opioids in front of food, anesthetics, coffee...
Psychiatry is a protectorate that attacked the existence of trade and money, the convertibility of work to money
and limited tools to their original objectives.
(Their charges include: a famine to have opioids, a famine that burned forests and suffocated people, imposing
protectorate on independence, destroying neurons proliferating sexually transmittable pills following body colors
[0] creating Nazi armies, engineering oppression, treason to humanity giving up humanity governance to other
species (pills), destruction of the rule of law, science destruction for politics, mixing evaluation and policy,
lowering taxes to have anarchy, increasing taxes to have tyranny, lying to hack brains and force them to see the
world like a psychiatrist see it after taking pills from colleagues).
Having oppression to have obedience around is in no way better than having the majority will to respect law.
A person is in good mental health is a person having a job, a family (love), and friends. It is always very important
to remember that a psychiatrist is a diploma with some drugs prescribed by a colleague psychiatrist putting a
doctor at a hostage situation.
What I request from you, is closing that diploma in Tunisia pushing those doctors to re-specialize and having
patients remove their pills bit by bit through none junkie family doctors prescriptions and applying normal criminal
code laws to any new crime among patients.
I also request the neutrality of my country at war by having it defend its land without intervening within others
wars.
In economics knowledge neutrality at war can be strengthened by food self-sufficiency.
Psychiatry attempts to put the dictator to guarantee peace in the region are to terminate by terminating their
diploma. It is the will of the majority of weapons and people to respect a neutral law at war that guarantees
peace. Referendums are a form of governance that disrespects the ability of people to govern them-selves, by
endangering parliament members immunity before laws and their ability to change laws.

Abstract - Mission
Develop Tunisia,
Work won't be lost over generations as a principal of equality made the minorities of under developed countries
discriminated and considered inferior at developed countries.
Developing the ancestors countries of those minorities is the way against their discrimination.
Dealing with many small countries using the diversity of the population is better than dealing with few big
countries. This is an article written after the 2010 Street protests that began in Tunis in December 2010 over high
unemployment, corruption, widespread poverty, and high food prices [10]).
The 2008 crisis was not helpful...
Unlike children and old people that do require education and health, youth require an economy. I summarized the
best of my knowledge in the field of economics attempting to fortify the existence of the economy in Tunisia.
(Travel does have a meaning if you have a home, a country...).
- Tools and methods
Trial and error.
Computer assisted collaboration attempts.
Tsp tour of the municipalities of Tunisia.
Copying nature and a human body way of doing thinks.
Minimization of constitution.
Years of nutritional optimization for neutrality (Since 2009).
Years executing my decision in front of myself to ever lie (Since 2008).
- Results and findings
This document is characterized by economics and governance. It offers two possible visible directions, one of
them is the production party and the other one is the Independence party.
Tunisia east (controlled by Axis powers during ww2), is old, is advanced in the previous form of Tunisia politics
and is relatively rich. It is evolving with the youth taking over their parents from a sanction form to manage
workers to a reward form of it. The west of Tunisia (controlled by Allied forces during ww2) is young, is not really
a politician and is relatively poor. Previous regimes miss-management of it did not provide roads to ports and did
pollute some agriculture waters with industry. Some did force tourism against the capital Tunis will at the Time
and are today very interesting as bases to develop their surroundings, namely: Matmata, Douz, Touzeur,
Tboursouk, and (Tbarka that have unlike the others access to fish). The best hotels are often in: Karthage
neighborhood, Sejnane, Tbarka, Tbuorsok, Touzeur, Douz, Matmata, Jirjis, Jerba, Kerkna, Sfax, Chabba,
Mehdia, Monastir, Msakin, Sousse, Zaghouan, Hammamet and Klibia.
Even if the number of children is limited, education is still important with children from the West migrating to the
East looking for work. Bourguiba the first president of the republic used to put their father in prison until them
coming back to the well-maintained schools.
Several other recommendations are mentioned:
- A compulsory training for craftsmen and craftswoman for all children where succeeding it alone allows to pass
school years up to the age of 16.
- Compulsory army service for 3 months, 1 month per year for the ones older than 16 during holidays or during
sport sessions for both genders.
It is a country made to manage children by their tutor Bourguiba at the time. Health is still not a concern given a
limited number of old people.
Tunisia produces per Person way below planet average and is not a major polluter. Light industry and
infrastructure should be encouraged with the below tools. We must fight lies to be able to count on one another
and use our specialties instead of producing nothing trying to make everything individually [7]and to have an
equivalence between the mental and physical position of an individual.
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Highlights
- Demographic considerations.
- Laws and economics.
- Work, Rating, Deposit and Transparency.
- Rates based on models.
- Tribal and Structure of governance to control public debt.
- Collaboration and optimization.

1. Introduction
1. Economics existence
1.1. - Definition of property.
* I find it first, I manage to keep it, I take it in a way or I confiscate it so it is mine.
Privacy increases the chances of being first.
We would prove by applying this text that the above definition could be stable and relaxed to:
* "Your work is at the service of your will"
Is equivalent to
"Your property is at the service of your will"
Because
"Work want be lost" is the price.
Property is a purchase, a gift or some not sold and not given work.
* Taxes are a support for the justice based on the faith that "work want be lost" keeping it constructive. Taxes
belong to the territory, (who does not fight for property) territory wants to be the last and not the first. Like a
shepherd, it first serves children.
It manages the inside of human skin "which is not property in the contrary of its outside". [3]
Taxes are not private sector "it is public to humans, being internal to their skins".
At ideal it does not handle exceptions and case by case, therefore it is the same for any square meter of land. It
taxes poor before rich, to be powerful and able enough to tax rich. The territory can displace or prohibit the sale
of what belongs to the private sector (Especially if it is a production for education, armament or health).
A territory becomes more capable when it arms its soldiers by buying from its private sector.
Notice: * Even if taxes are out of the skin in reality, their serious character as a buffer prohibiting commercial
access to the inside of bodies must not be neglected. Many tools are built later on in this text on top of those
foundations and an attack on taxes would mean an attack on the inside of bodies.
1.2. - Have an identifier. [3]
An identifier distinguishes the identified from the rest of the world.
For example, "Tunisia is in North Africa surrounded by Algeria, Libya and the Mediterranean" is a sufficient
identifier for Tunisia.
Attaching property to an ID made it a deposit claimable by others.
If an ID does not keep its promise, it may lose some property. If the ID does no longer contain property we
cannot take things from the inside of the skin of the identified. Instead, it is no longer possible
to the identified to borrow money for a period of time. An idea was to create secondary identifiers called
companies that are subject to the same rules. A company is a deposit of properties. All what it has belongs to
other IDs; it gives them shares for the properties they deposit. When public force takes all the properties of a
company and asks for more, because of unfulfilled promises, The law foresees several measures including the
bankruptcy of the owners... The concept is that the bankruptcy of a company does not give to the public force the
right to take properties that do not belong to it. (For example:
It is not allowed to take properties from the owners IDs that are not related to the bankrupt company).
Notice: *Although Tunisian current law stipulates that capital is a deposit towards others, it does not provide tools
to apply it.
1.3. - Inheritance and public force.
An identifier of a natural person or a company is a kingdom because it undergoes the rules of inheritance. In
ancient human history elsewhere allowing inheritance back to people did put the country at anarchy. It was when
a tribe decided not to fight for property that the difference between territory and property started. [8]
When we inherit the properties of an identifier we also inherit debts.
We can accept or refuse inheritance.
Within human laws equality and human respect of freedoms and beliefs, the two genders inherit the same
amount if public force help is requested. To balance up for territory stability unlike children, undeclared marriages
are not attackable or protectable and no intervention to enforce monogamy would be unless the help of public
force is requested to protect a declared marriage. Also only one book of allowed names to children including all
known faiths should be, not to have an ID that indicates religion. At critical harsh principals like "We don't want
you to, but if you do not harm others you have the right to suicide" could be considered to drop further public
force duties.

1.4. - Tools. [4]
(In Tunisia, a contract must be written.) Police force can intervene to apply a contract in a case of not kept
promises. In most countries promises to banks have priority; The Time order of the registration of contracts also
specifies the priority of them. A declaration of the value of the promises without specifying the promised product
as pre-contract as well as a longer tolerance to the deadlines of registration of property should be possible to
protect the private sector. The values of the promises reserve an amount of the capital (decreases the value of
shares).
Notice:
*Shares are the amount that the company owes to its owners. Shares are equivalent to the value of all properties
not subject to obligations for a natural person identifier.
The current value of the shares constitutes the true deposit towards others. Shares could also be named
independent properties from obligations. An identifier frequently updates the value of its independent properties
and the value of its properties that are subject to obligations. The present value shares of all identifiers, one by
one, must be mentioned as a deposit to others and must be public.
For simplicity in what follows shares include independent properties value of natural persons IDs.
The current evaluation of shares must be exact and is determined in an increasingly importance order by the
owners, by experts (accountants) or by the market. A contract without guarantee (the value of the shares or
equivalent is not sufficient as deposit) may or may not be registered, but if it is registered, public force initially
offers no guarantee for the contract and informs the proprietary IDs of the lack or of the availability of deposits,
When an ID updates its properties (The original purpose is to prohibit the spread of bankruptcy). The analogy
between capital and police does not mean that capital is the property of the police. Similarly, the analogy
between military and tax does not mean that taxes are the property of the military. There are illegal activities
otherwise the money registered in an ID of
a physical person coming from rent, dividends or salary can be used as wanted by the owner of the
ID. Company properties also called Capital made by patents, none human livings or lifeless objects or by money
and is subject to the limits of its status. The manager or owner is entitled a rent, salary or dividends from the
company but has no right to use the resources of the capital for purposes other than that stipulated by the status
"often a product". Police should have sections to ensure that capital resources are exclusively used for its
purpose. An escalation with any capital opposing it should
reach the height of the force offered by the police but not more. As described in section "8 - Publication.", It is
possible to allow a rather rigid verification of taxes and budget of the country by any citizen.
The army should have assistance section to civilians to guarantee the collection and publication of taxes. Not
paying taxes or lying about them is an attack against the country's territory. An escalation to the use of the public
force offered by the army against those who do not pay taxes should be allowed after many warnings.
1.5. - Types of taxes and types of governments.
Taxes on the capital: because an ID already has a property (a land for example since 10 years) this year a
special tax obliges it to give its half.
- Government type: A farmer uses soldiers to keep his fields (he became a slave to his own soldiers)
Income Taxes: Any transfer of money from one person to another is taxable.
- Government type: Banks starting to govern the internet for example.
Tax on profit: Only the difference between what we give and what we receive if profitable is taxable.
- Government type: trusted countries that are often easily manipulated as invoices are automatically known by
the country workers.
The only tax chosen and acceptable in this document is the Income Tax (Better privacy and privet sector
protection).
1.6. - Priorities. [9]
Taxes are part of territory and do not seek to be first. It is taken from the value of shares. The value of shares is
an independence that exists before laws and obligations. Production is important, but its diversity that increases
independence is also important. Forgiving those who do not have enough shares value to pay taxes is an annual
decision to take if it increases independence.
A rating system (which measures: none lying, holding promises and none induction in error) a system that
forgives after a while, available to all, can relax the tensions between work and deposit.

1.7. - Tax rates and special activity. [5]
Several analogies have been tried in the past. An example: The state is for capitals what a bear is for wolves.
What follows is based on the following analogies: A human is for the other species what the state is for the
possibly lucrative IDs. An equivalence between: human, water, other species and state identifier, money, the
possibly lucrative IDs.
A human of my size and gender must have 3.7 liters of water a day. 0.7 liters of water should be obtained from
other species. I am made of 60% water. I weigh 80 kg but to simplify the rest of the text we will say that I contain
60 liters of water. Applying the analogy, the 0.7 liters is the tax of a period, the 3.7 liter represents the money
exchanged in one period and the 60 liters represent several periods of 3.7 liters before the budget. It is important
for our trading ability to keep a standard schedule. It is also important to have simple tax laws that are very easy
to understand. Minors are possibly taxable "Subject to a guardian following the inheritance of a company" A
company is not a physical person and can have the minimum or the average tax of the population as a rate.
Encouraging employment may be the fact that the tax of an adult is lower than that of a company. "It depends on
the population pyramid if the average tax for companies is taken". [Practice could tell better]. For any exchange
between 2 IDs, the one who receives the money must pay ".
I would have to pay 18.9% of the amount regardless of a gain or loss but no more.
(all included - retirement – health - municipal ...).
For the central bank see the amount of recyclable water required in
the international space station. State salaries are subject to taxes. Capitalization should not be subject to
taxation, although it represents a transfer of resources from one person to another. Calls for Tenders are not
subject to taxes. Regeneration of capitals "a tax exemption to be expected" humans do not eat the children of
other species under the sanction of no longer having food. Calls for invoices just like calls for tenders should be
available to the public.
[Ex 1: Checking energy consumption is a different way than checking invoices against evading taxes]. [Ex 2:
Paying for resources to make your product and reselling those resources in the product would have you to pay
extra taxes for the extra received money, if you can declare and forward your bills to your clients you would within
law pay less taxes]
* The actual rates (source: USDA.gov "Dietary Reference Intakes", "DRIEssentialGuideNutReq" )
0 to 6 months 100%
7 to 12 months 25%
Pregnant woman 23.33%
Breastfeeding woman 22.5%
1 to 3 years 30.7%
4 to 8 years 23.5%
9 to 13 years
Male 25%
Female 23.8%
14 to 18 years
Male 21.2%
Female 21.7%
19 years old and over
Male 18.9%
Female 18.5%
The government shall choose, within the limits of an age group, rates to make the total property of the two sexes
equal and to succeed applying to them the same rates and laws.
You can have the rate of the average or the one of the minimum of the distribution of the population as tax to
companies.
Customs: A civilization does not advance geographically but advances its history. Customs has a security
mission before having a financial mission. Example: It does not allow, or it slows down, the production that
pollutes its territory or endangers the health of the population. Between the export and the import the rate should
be on average that of the territory.
Alteration of judgment: Taxes on tobacco and alcohol should not be the main income of the country, because a
better state salary would be equivalent to a population with poor health. The intervention in the physical cost of
production is more efficient.

Alcohol: Alcohol contains a lot of energy but no vitamins. It enriches the rich by preventing them from exceeding
the required level of vitamins and impoverishes the poor by discouraging them from having the required vitamins.
Heavier, beer bottles should be cheaper, cheaper than canned beer.
Tobacco: Many little ones are more effective than few big ones. Packs of 15 large and strong cigarettes with
smoking kills and the instructions to smoke 8 then 4 then 2 then one and to keep trying to stop is advised.
Too big: The identifier of a party or company that starts to put an existential danger to its competition because of
its size can be divided in two.
Journalism: Here are some possible solutions to guarantee the existence of journalism.
The values of the press are honesty and neutrality. Honesty makes it capable over long term, and neutrality
makes it a source of livelihood for any willing to participate. It is honest by proving its ability to sell its shares and
it is neutral in the diversity of its owners' addresses. The number of owners of a journalism company from a
municipality must be relative to the number of residents of that municipality, and the value of their shares must be
relative to its land surface.
Right to create and Weapons: There is a secret identifier called (participative, a paper signed by participants) that
is not known to third parties, as a condition of existence. (Known to third parties means "to a minimum of 2 eye
witnesses”). It is an identifier that does not require any authorization from the public to exist. (the reality "it
works or not" is more important than the beliefs of people “who may be convinced or not"). It is an ID that is
equivalent to a gathering of people and resources in secrecy to create something. If there is evidence and
witnesses who can later on prove that working hours have allowed adequate surveillance of weapons or
equivalent weapons then, those weapons or weapons equivalent were legal and discussions of public
authorizations could begin. Foreigners need a work permit or equivalent.
Health:
As the tax rates below are fixed. If the state wants to tax more, it can take by force and return
the money later.
Ex1: Borrow money from doctors who are of the same specialty and neighbors and give them the money back
when they move away from each other.
Ex2 : Taking money from doctors and pharmaceuticals to a maximum equal to the tax paid that they can take
back from patients who have health coverage.
The most important of a system is its support for the belief that work want be lost.
1.8. - Publication.
(Fines are to publish in the same document as any other forgotten revenues or spendings)
"None-lucrative and Public companies show normally in the publication under a tag displaying their nature. Public
companies pay taxes and generate dividends that are property of the population (of personal IDs). Paying the
population or adding the dividends to their capitals is a decision of the population representatives (parliament).
Dividing public companies to ease selling them is advised under the above transparency of public accounts.
This is an example of arguments for and against the publication of votes:
They will buy your votes and put pressure on your choices. Europe's standards often do not work in Africa. The
illegalization of some parties is a common practice of the secret ballot. The vote is under the control of the
population and not the other way around. It is like the possibility of selling our kidneys, given as a reason, to give
them away. A secret code to identify a vote is not enough because fake codes could be added. Buying the votes
of parliament members is less complicated than buying the votes of the population... In short, publishing the
name in clear and the vote is a minimum in Africa. Fines for those who do not vote are expected given the neutral
nature of Tunisians. Write your name on the foiled vote back and show it before putting it in the ballot box without
showing the vote, is always possible to allow group courage and the surprise of the result. A secret and
transparent vote as requested by the current Tunisian constitution (2020).
Before elections the court selects among the people that paid more taxes in every zone some that would have to
sign the validity of the legislative elections if courts are available else (before elections) the priority is for the
persons that paid more taxes.
Parliament members would have to sign the election results of the executive elections.
Armed forces have to align to the signatures.
All signatures should be according to the actual results.
(check the existence of)

Public force must be relative to the number of people in municipalities when hiring and relative to the size of the
county’s land size when arming any security corps.

1.9. - Banks (For Africa context). [9]
The number of people in bankruptcy is a major indicator for the credit availability decided by banks (interest rate
decision for example). The cash flow to an ID with the support of a low unemployment rate in its zone is
mandatory to approve a credit.
[IMPORTANT: A rating is for a natural person and not for a capital, the rating of a capital is composed of several
monetary evaluations and of the ratings of the natural persons who manage it]
A ratio between the credit and the cash which guarantees 50% and a dinar (of the amounts mentioned in the
accounts) present in cash in the banks is a recommended step to be able to have equivalence between figures
and reality and increase the physical world capacity, support and back up of banks. After that the amounts
borrowed from the accounts of the clients should be declared absent to the clients with the consequent interest
income.
(Withdrawals above available in average could be considered borrowings with interest that the client paid for).
Banks manage accounts of other IDs. Unlike a loan or an account fees, a withdrawal or a deposit is
not an amount that transfers from one identifier to another and therefore not subject to taxes. A “not
lucrative yet” organization with the money to borrow could be created to be managed by the borrowing lucrative
ID. (The amount landed, deposited or withdrawn is not subject to taxes unlike the revenue it may generate).
All credits must be approved by the central bank by issuing bonds for the bank and all the responsibility on the
availability of deposits is on the deposit (capital) of the bank.

There are multiple types of Money
- Close to fire, registered debts that cancel each other out.
- Close to wind, ex: a currency imposed by the military force of aviation.
- Close to liquid, the most known product as reference (ex: a metal).
- Close to solid, put resources in a capital and shares given to employees as a lease.
1.10. - Central Bank. [2]
International borrowing should be subject to the same rules of bank borrowing in the country.
Growth is a transformation and is print through bankruptcies or withdrawals (that do threaten the guarantee of the
cash existence of 50% and one dinar of the amounts mentioned in banks) with the recovery of the treasury bonds
of the original loan accompanied by the guarantees of the bankrupt.
The smaller percentage between the growth and the interest rate of the total amount of interest can be print as
an exceptional bonus for banks.
Bonds can’t be traded without the approval of the central bank to regulate cash availability and keep stable prices
and are guaranteed by taxes.
Governance
First article: The law is published in the official journal of the republic of Tunisia, the law passes with the simple
majority of the votes in parliament, and by the President. Laws should be coherent, while recording the results of
the ballot for each article. All judges are confirmed and removed like the laws. All the elected personnel can be
re-employed or removed like the laws. (Civil Supreme Court president ratification replaces the one of a president
to remove). The change of this article requires the revalidation of all laws with the article that replaces it and is
therefore, the only article that is higher than laws (a minimum constitution). [6]
One possible interpretation of the law is an agenda of available human and nonhuman resources. The future is
credit, habits are salaries and the past is cash.
Every law should cost some employed human resources and some loan to have public contracts guaranteed by
taxes and a date to review it as a main control against miss spending and population incapacity. A diverse
population with incapables may be more creative, inventive and productive than an army of perfect clones.
Any article of law can optionally have:
- An expiration date.
- Resources.
- An objective
- A method.
We must distinguish between freedom of expression and orders at work (ex: getting arrested state).
(In general we respond to words with words and acts "signed order for example" with acts), A contract must be
written to be valid.
A country can exist if there is a central or similar of weapons (called real public force) and a central or similar of
publication (called human law or marketing). Not to lie in the long run is a method to achieve equivalence
between the law of humans and reality. (See: "7- rates").
Elections: Electoral lists
- An electoral list must be formed of an alternation of feminine and masculine.
- A number of votes can only allow in two elected (a person does not pass alone). The same goes for the rest of
the votes.
-Although a list can contain only two people, from a mathematical point of view an equal number of candidates
and seats offers a better chance to win.
- At an assembly a president vote can be neutralized or obligated not neutral if the result is neutral
- An electoral list can be made of professional orders such as Economists,
lawyers, architects, doctors, engineers, housekeepers, garbage collectors... or of political parties.
Two elections (secret and transparent)
- Legislative:
Municipal elections allow us to elect people we know.
2 votes for two different persons at municipalities can form a parliament. 2 votes for 2 people from two different

municipalities at parliament can decide ambassadors as embassies can be ordered over accidents rates or the
diplomatic ties strength of the countries they are in.
Ambassadors decide who the president is in the same way.
To present yourself to a municipality election, two eye witnesses are required to testify a 4 years of neighborhood
time during the last 8 years with the municipality you are presenting yourself to, it is to reconcile competence
rating and family appreciation.
-Executive: (At parliament a plan is signed at court to control promises:
After presentation ideas and details to court and to people to apply the plan anyone wishing to run for the
executive (must be elected at least once in a municipal election). Find support that specifies in advance which
states or district they will have for their support. Goes to an election where we count the number of km2 and not
the number of people. (You have to pay attention to extremist radios like Tatawin FM which had the monopoly
over the zone at my passage "end of 2013").
Possible election dates:
th
The 29 of February exists once every 4 years, it’s a spring date where livings meet naturally.
The 31 of August is a date where people meet in countries context to study.
The objectives of the 3 powers
Legislative (A country that can read):
The president, his second the president of parliament, employees of the Chamber of Parliament and of
Municipalities collects and consider information about the state of human and non-human, public and private,
resources available before any legislation.
As this flows from small to big it helps the population and there for the flags of those buildings are protected by
the army a minimum of one soldier per flag against foreigners.
The country ambassadors are some parliament members to live at the country embassies. It is the legislative that
decides which applicant is awarded a public contract.
The President presents a plan to the judiciary and commands the army, fire fighters and foreign affairs. The army
can't be used against its people and can't be an equivalent to police service.
All surveillance is to confiscate to police by the army.
Judiciary (a country that can verify):
President of the Supreme Court and courts employees.
Judges at a court are at an age hierarchy (The youngest military courts, as well as the oldest of the civil Supreme
Court are appointed by the president and are to confirm).
All communications between the legislative and the executive must go through the court.
Ruralpolice with the assistance of customs and personality protection servicemust protect courts and borders.
The personality protection service of the president are there to protect any elected against harmful population
intervention danger by hiding behind police and do report to courts.
The weapon strength of the three powers should be approximately equal.
The legislator respects the orders if the judiciary asks him to hand a surveillance report following a request from
the executive to a court.
Applicants to public contracts clearances over a period (ex: during the last 6 months the applicant was clear) are
to disclose to the legislative according to the nature of the contract. (a possible minor harm to a person skin can
be fixed in 1 week...)
Contracts advised level of approval (ex: municipal approval is sufficient) are also to re-verify and to disclose to
the legislative.
To any public contract: A duration that depends on the hierarchy, longer mean higher in the hierarchy. Any
payment of the country must be linked to a contract (automatically renewable is a possible transition).
The clearance required according to the nature of the contract is to re-verify.
The court can return rights using the Legislative (ex : changing an inappropriate family name, or choosing a
specialty at the army for a person given some family criminal record ),
The court can also confiscate rights using the executive.
For all types of dangerous reactors: Starting a reactor cannot be before the decision of the date of its shutdown
(a period decided according to security) a shutdown can be decided at any time. The date of restarting a reactor
cannot be decided before stopping it.
[Ex: When Hitler used psychiatry to increase the performance of soldiers, they lost every human value according
to Mussolini surrounding, at the end the responsibility was assigned to the land and not to the pills giving the
scale of the disaster]

Executive (A country that can write):
- The pry-minister governs the police and materialize the plan converting it to public contracts and employing at
state to change the land in order to change the social behavior of people (ex : reduce accidents at roads).
Compensating victims happens by having the government make the victims neighborhood infrastructure better.
As this flows from big to small (from the pry-minister through states to districts) it helps a person and is offering
police service to the population.
Here is an example of county municipality interaction:
A municipality lost its properties during dictatorship and its budget got restricted to paying its workers.
As the time of dictatorship is over the municipality received some properties of state to convert to some market
place to rent and is now having some money to fix some roads.
Among the roads to transform, a highway between parliament and pry-ministry, but the court filtered it out.
Another road was between a school and a hospital that was rejected by the county for being out of their plan
policies. But the county approved the amplification of its decision of publication by calling for a marketing agency
to help.
- Nationality
It is represented by the right to vote.
Minors do not vote.
A Tunisian is a person who resided in Tunisia for 4 years when he was a minor.
Stateless descendants of Tunisians can claim nationality (a passport) and then have the right to vote as soon as
they are over 18 and have more than 4 years of residency.
(Example: minors needing a passport have it through the case of Tunisian descendants who do not have
nationalities).
The descendants of Tunisians forced to be in a war zone can claim nationality and have it after 4 years of
residency and an age above 18 years.
(Example: Tunisian Jews wishing to return).
A residence for 4 years is confirmed by simple evidence of traces and witnesses and cannot be favored by
money.
Nationality laws must be a link between the land and the people.
(A residence of four years and an age above 18 years, may be sufficient if the immigration policy is decided to
repopulate the country, in this case their descent do not give them any additional rights while keeping the case
of stateless descendants of Tunisians).
It is to our land that we adapt.
- Flag
A flag that can only be for Tunisia. Living green is distinguished from non-living green, especially since the two
are fighting for a color whose space is limited compared to other colors. Blue is a color that is often not alive.
The map of Tunisia in blue on a white flag. The other colors and the black value are also allowed to color the
card for who wants it.
- Religious freedom
Laws must not side with or against a religion.
A religion must be legal facing laws.
Tunisia has the obligation to defend the religion of any Tunisian.
The religion of a Tunisian can be kept secret.
A Tunisian has freedom of belief.
The religion of the people is the assumed religion of a found person or a corpse.
Not taking sides with or against a religion is a possible common description of a land and of its president.
When a person requests from friends some special funerals, that person would like to have them live longer if
they do accept. If they do not accept they may want to have that person die first.
Accepting each other religion would help us count on one another having us want life for one another, where on
the other side, imposing a religion on each other is willing death for each other that with authoritarian rule could
not be decayed to lesser than lying to each other which is enough to destroy the existence of an economy and
replace it with a hierarchy of state employees.
(It still is less harmful to the economy than psychiatry).
The end of a person may not be sad if the person is old enough.
A cemetery can only be used once in 40 days.
For municipalities with multiple religions: Cemeteries of different faiths should be neighbors.
A cemetery cannot be with a fixed religion for more than 100 years. A cemetery cannot be active for more than
50 years. A cemetery must be inactive for 50 years before changing religion.

A cemetery could be a multi-faith cemetery and there for does not have to change faith.
The surface of minority faiths cemeteries in the territory cannot decrease.
In general the time of neighborhood in a cemetery is 10 years which is negligible in front of the possible time of
neighborhood of living people.
A minority represents a majority and can decide (although not advisable) to protect a minority. Direct democracy
does not consider minorities.
- Colonization vs Independence
Law of colonization (often by surprise the Algerian way) A person must assist a person in danger putting that
person
under protection (protectorate) if:
- Able to help.
- No other people are put in danger.
- Does not put oneself in danger.
Helping a person in danger while putting others at risk is criminal.
Example: a taxi driver who carries passengers cannot stop in the middle of an exchange of fire, to help an injured
person, under the risk of seeing, his/her driving license, that became a license to kill, confiscated, and to be
charged for crimes.
President, political opponents and finally a country can be put under protectorate. Example: Bourguiba.
Independence rights facing Laws of colonization
Although a human being does not want death for another human being, if he does not put other people in danger.
In reality, a human has the right to commit suicide.
It is a right that can be used as foundation for liberties.

- A picture of money

Production (blue box) 100% = private sector 80% + public dome 20%.
Public dome 20% = government pyramid < 10% + public contracts >10%.
Banks cannot replace public contracts.
Small acquisitions are advised in general those can also keep the population calm around infrastructure big
contracts.
If we would make the dome bigger getting the outer box smaller is easier. 2. Collaboration and optimization [12]
There are many possible variations and types of this. Here is one of them.
Status
A document has 10 articles. 20 people are up for participation in writing it.
Each person wrote 10 articles.
As those 10 articles are promises. The group is allowed a credit of an amount equal to 100% to assign to the
articles. Some articles may be heavier promises and require more credit than other articles.

The order of those articles is also under discussion.
The group sets up a grid where columns have the articles places as titles and the lines have the 200 proposed
articles.
Each of the 10 participants have a credit of 10% specially colored to distribute on the grid.
Each square of the grid may have no colors 1 color or many colors with amounts.
An simple linear optimization model would try to count as much credit as possible when assigning 1 article to 1
place and 1 place to 1 article.
After having the result we could have evaluations of the 10 participant performances.
Percentages of decision and a text that they wrote and decided together.
Money
Two participants have 50% each from the equity of a company.
When requesting some work from each other they could consent to a price that would be a percentage.
- Reminding history:
Tunisia is about starting an industrial revolution every day since 300 years. If its leader is fine then it is fine else it
is not fine since 900 years. During the last 60 years it became a vacation country where studying is the common
hobby.
To be lucky in Tunisia your job and your hobby must be the same. The revenue-less character of hobbies often
prevails. Unlike most of the rest of Africa where the average age is 16 years old Tunisia is now older (32 years
old in average).
32 years olds are not governable by pushing for studies like for the very young or by pushing for health like for
the very old.
Governing with economics seems to be the way. Some viewed Tunisia as a lab for democracy. That is what is
happening today. Direct democracy like the one currently happening in some countries consists of arming
everybody until they lose all their tribes and families, it is only then after having a smaller number of fighters that
they would vote for the idea they like instead of fighting or voting for their cousins. Direct democracy has
advantages after a while; the right to weapons would prohibit police from bothering inventors. Representative
democracy like the one now here in Tunisia is a more standard form where a majority gives the right to a minority
to protect another minority if it wants. The lab here in Tunisia is in the Representative democracy direction.
Reality is more important than what is in peoples heads. The heads of people that are not equivalent to reality
are often incapable.
A possible future: Obtaining industrial agriculture, an economy, an infrastructure and some light industry without
losing vacation and education may be enough to be happier. It is not with Tunisia that we are going to govern the
world but we could participate to advancing humanity.

Conclusion:
The final cut between the executive and the legislative was a cut between land and people between (a country
writing) and (a country reading) between (states then counties) and (municipalities then parliament) between
(information then action) and (action then information).
A compensation for harm or an action of a government is a modification of the land of the country.
Developed is a character of a land and not of a person.
Judiciary is verifying and is in between, it returns rights using the legislative locals and take them away using the
executive locals.
Any service should be constructed on top of those locals respecting those constant policies.
Registering births in municipalities and deaths in counties.
Lies are beliefs that are not true, they are often in the skin of a human and not out of it. If a black argues over the
phone that he is a white and you believe him that would be a lie. He could later on argue that he once had flour
on his skin. Out of the skin often only inductions in error could still be.
Inductions in error that are represented by accidents on the infrastructure. Any Object or land involved in a
serious accident should be destroyed modified or reconstructed. Convincing happens by changing reality not by
serving pills to brainwash. Adapting to reality evaluating it correctly is survival and capacity.

Work to do
(Criminal and Military laws)
Many aspects are to apply such as:
- Family: Names attributed to the residents of municipalities, states, or countries can be used as family names.
-Trying to separate the enemy from the human being.
- Life is the ability to choose. A better choice means a better life.
- The police do not exceed the seriousness of the suspects' crimes when committing crimes in order to arrest
them.
- We are all a bit criminal.
- The public right usually behaves like an empire, and often advances without respecting the lands of the private
right, which usually behaves like civilizations.
- The protesting of people is the basement of public right existence.
- The existence of a civilization can be for more than 9000 years, which is longer than the capacity of the empire,
which did not exceed 900 years.
- Prison is a civilization with limited choice ability.
- Civilization ends when walls are added.
- Prison teaches civilization to empires.
- The solidity of proofs, (ex: a specialist report is not a witness).
- The witness has the credibility of his previous crimes (The recognition of a crime by the criminal is less
important than the testimony of a non-criminal).
- We all are a little bit criminal.
- Sort all types of penalties in the form of a number digits over severity, so the sentences become numbers that
can be sorted.
- The work of justice to make the victory of work constructive triumphs often to remind us of our equality before
the law.
The strength of the family ties required to confront the types of weapons in ascending order:
- They are from the same family if they have the same specialty and can deal with firearms.
- They are from the same family if they have the same religion and can deal with bacteriological weapons such
as alcohol or vinegar.
- They are from the same family if they have the same language and can handle viral weapons.
- They are from the same family if they have the same color and can deal with chemical weapons such as some
pharmaceutical drugs or some psychiatry which are internationally banned weapons against humans.
-They are from the same family if they are of the same gender and can handle robotic and magnetic weapons
like a "smartphone".
- They are from the same family if they are from the same neighborhood (example: neighbors for 30 years) and
they can deal with nuclear weapons.
- They are from the same family if they have the same tools. An example of this text or of some bladed weapons
that usually do require an identification (a name) as legitimacy for their use.
Therefore, your Tunisian nationality is more important than your religion.
Weapons can be used
- In a marine or underwater environment (the ability of the tongue to taste).
- In the ground or underground (the ability of the nose to smell).
- In the air or in space (the ability of the ears to listen).
- In light, in electromagnetic frequencies, or in fire (the ability of the eye to see).
th
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